The Binding Origin Information (BOI)
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The relevant legal framework

The european framework : articles 5 to 12 of implementation provisions of
european customs code : regulation (CEE) 2454/ 1993 Commission of 2 july 1993.

WTO Marrakesh Agreement of 15 april 1994 : annex 1a on rules of origin which
force the Member States to give operators advices on origin of their goods
WCO has published non-binding technical guidelines on BOI
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The BOI in France
It is issued :
- for the origin marking such as « EU » or « France » pursuant to non-preferential rules of origin ;
- to benefit a free trade agreement pursuant to the rules of the concerned agreement.
Goals :
1- our importers can benefit of reduced or zero-rate of customs duties thanks to a better knowledge
of the rules of origin in the FTAs ;
2- our exporters can win new markets thanks to the potential of the FTAs ;
3- Our manufacturers can highlight an origin « EU » or « France » through the origin marking ;
4- to secure operator's flows by determining the origin of their goods ;
5- to alert the operators on risks and opportunities in managing the origin.
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The BOI in France
More generally speaking, the BOI is part of a commitment to the three
pillars of security customs clearance : tariff classification (BTI), origin
(BOI) and customs value (customs value information).
Thereby, customs administration positions itself as a company partner.
French customs tries to act before the customs clearance.
That's why French customs promotes the BOI as a tool of security to
customs clearance.
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The request form
Procedure :
→ filling the form online
→

help

available

by

way

of

guidelines
→ only one copy required
→ exchanges of informations with
the customs office if necessary
→ centralized issuing office
→ issuing in 150 days as soon as
the file is in order (120 days in 2016)
→ priority treatment for the Agreed
Economic Operators (AEO).
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The issued BOI
France focuses on a detailed argumentary :
the

origin

determination

should

be

understandable by the operator.
In practice
→ if an operator could not obtain a
preferential origin, French customs must
issue a non-preferential origin BOI.
→ if necessary, French customs detailed
their position in an official way.
In every cases :
→ BOI is valid for 3 years and binding in all
the Member States of the EU.
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Statistics
Année
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Statistics
The number of BOI issued is quite low, compared to the number of BTI
issued.

However, several reasons explain these statistics :
- the specificity of origin topic : the manufacture of goods entails variable
costs and suppliers are located in different geographical areas. Hence,
the origin may change.
- in France, the information on the origin is not only the BOI. Specialized
customs services may advice the economic operators by way of a daily
contact.
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Policy of the Unit E1 of DGDDI
A significant increase of requests of BOI and issued BOI should be noticed for the 3
last years. Several reasons explain this :
- choice of the administration to involve on the origin mainly by way of BOI.
- decisive importance of the collection of all datas needed when a operator requests
for an information in origin (requests by e-mails are not enough) ;
- the BOI procedure secures the operator in his customs clearance ;
- the FTAs proliferation creates a lot of opportunities ;
- the growing interest on the « made in France ».
The French customs communication is consistent with this policy.
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The French customs website give access to all the BOI informations.
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The BOI promotion involves several
communication tools :
- The customs website ;
- documentary formats (example on
the left) ;
- customs-to-business conferences ;
- daily contact of customs offices.
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Thank you for your attention !

Benjamin.baud@douane.finances.gouv.fr
Aurelie.canillos@douane.finances.gouv.fr
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